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Complete Risk Management

Business Enabled Cyber
Security Solutions

Executive Summary

Cyber Security is a BUSINESS RISK that
needs to be managed and understood by
every part of your company. No longer are
executives and board members able to
pass the buck to the IT department to deal
with cyber risk exclusively. Security affects
every area of the business; Legal, HR, Sales,
Finance and Information Technology. Just
as you need to manage business risks such
as insurance, property, people and cash
flow you need to manage cyber risks. This
switch is a result of the broad impact of a
security breach and the fact that your
customers and shareholders are paying
attention to how secure you are. Do you
take their personal information seriously?
If not, it might affect your bottom line.

Secuvant has created a program that
allows businesses to map all cyber risks to
the business. The Secuvant Cyber-7 areas
align to identified gaps and risks and then
programmatically prioritized them for the
team to take action. At the end of the day,
your teams need to have an actionable

security strategy that enables your
business to reduce costs, increase revenue
and decrease risks. You need a partner that
can find the risks, create the security
strategy and then execute on that strategy.
Secuvant is an independent security

company that has only your company’s
best interests in mind. Let Secuvant show
you how to enable your business at a much
lower cost than doing it yourself.
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RISK IS A BUSINESS PROBLEM

LACK OF VISIBILITY

Cyber risk now affects every area of
the business. Revenue loss and legal
liability are increasing. Protecting data
is only a small part of security and
most businesses treat cyber security
as an IT problem only. Executives
need to manage cyber risk just like
any other business risk, and apply
ATTACKS ARE TARGETED
the correct amount of resources
in the right way.
Attacks are now more sophisticated and
very targeted. If your company becomes
a target, you have a high chance of
being compromised. You need to be
prepared with visibility, crisis
management planning, legal planning
and incident response capabilities to
isolate and reduce the damage.
Otherwise it might be game over!

Businesses have too much data and
not enough intelligence making it
challenging to find vulnerabilities and
threats. Reactive security lacks the
ability to address security events before
the damage is done. Collecting logs is
not enough, and human interaction and
intelligence is key to a comprehensive
cyber security program and strategy.

OPTIMIZE RISKS vs COSTS
To enable business there must be balance. Traditional
security was a trade-off between operational enablement
and security lock-down. In order to be competitive a
company must now increase the capability of both. There
is no way to reduce risk to zero. Companies do not have
unlimited resources and funds to address risks, therefore an optimal level
must be found. This level is at the intersection of Effort and Investment.

The law of diminishing returns is at play when spending money on
security controls. More money does not always equal a reduction in
risk. To find the optimal level of costs and risk, gaps must be identified
then prioritized based on business needs. Once the optimal point of
cost and risk is found, assignment of remaining risk needs to be
transferred (including cyber liability insurance coverage) that will
enable a business to maintain a healthy balance.

cyberGRA

cyberRPM

cyberMDR
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Secuvant cyberGRA™:
Gap and Risk Assessment
Secuvant teams are experts in understanding the gaps
and risks to your business. Your GRA includes
comprehensive results that cover all areas of cyber
security so that you know where to start, what to cover
and how to best manage your risks. An easy 2-step
process for complete results:

QUALITATIVE ISO:27001 WORKSHOP
Secuvant will start with your Executive team to assess the
business priorities from the Secuvant Cyber-7 business areas.
Next, the consultants will lead a full day workshop focused
on the ISO:27001 cyber security standards. During the
workshop, Secuvant gathers critical information about your
current security state, gaps and risks, and aligns them to a
complete maturity model. From this workshop you will
receive a Security Maturity Model score from 0 to 5, so you
know where you stand. In addition, if there are specific
compliance requirements for your business (HIPAA, PCI,
FFIEC, SOC2, NIST, etc.) Secuvant can include these areas in
the workshop.

QUANTITATIVE VULNERABILITY SCANNING
Included in the GRA is a complete workup of technical scans in
your environment.
•

Internal and External Vulnerability Scans. Nessus scans of
all your open system, application and network
vulnerabilities with details to remediate any findings.

•

Configuration Audit Scan. This scan finds all the
misconfigured security controls on your windows servers
and endpoints. The data should be used to harden the
configurations of your operating systems and correct
mistakes.

•

Data Breach Risk Scan. This scan finds all critical
information that needs to be protected including SSNs,
DOBs, credit card numbers, PHI, PII and more. It will also
give you a dollar amount of your risks so you can clearly
quantify how controls can reduce costs.
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SECUVANT CYBER-7
As part of the cyberGRA workshop process Secuvant gathers
input from all parts of the business to determine priorities
for the cyber security program. Executives and business
owners prioritize these seven areas in order of importance,
and findings are prioritized based on the input. Secuvant
facilitates a discussion that most companies have never had
about security strategy. Through this unique Secuvant
exclusive process, companies find out how to align the
business with IT and cyber security that allows for real
actionable steps. The assessment is not just talking about
cyber security, it is taking action and mapping it to business
priorities. The Secuvant Cyber-7 process allows your
company to reduce risk and costs.

SECURITY MATURITY MODEL & BASELINE
You cannot create a security program if you do not know
where to start. Secuvant finds a baseline score (0 to 5) of
your current company security posture and how effective
you are at security. This way, we can work together to create
a 12 to 24 month security plan. Each finding and risk is then
mapped to the business priorities from the Cyber-7. This
tactical risk profile results in a clear picture of what you may
not know, including critical vulnerabilities, data risks,
processes, procedures and compliance requirements.

A COMPLETE ACTIONABLE PLAN
An assessment provides no value if it is just a list of
findings and problems. Secuvant cyberGRA provides
clear actionable controls, risks and gaps that need
to be addressed. This always includes things that
can be completed for little or no cost. Companies
can then engage Secuvant teams to address the
outstanding needs from a completely independent
view. Secuvant does not try to sell you another
piece of hardware, but ensures that the
independent recommendations and controls are
the best for your business. We then help you
execute the plan with cyberRPM and cyberMDR.
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Secuvant cyberRPM™:
Risk Program Management
Once you get a risk assessment completed what do you do
with all the findings? Sometimes it can overwhelm a small IT
team with security gaps and risks that need to be addressed.
This is where Secuvant cyberRPM comes in to play. All of the
findings from the cyberGRA are prioritized into a formal risk
management program, with findings, recommendations and
business benefits. These findings are proactively co-managed
with the Secuvant cyberRPM software application, to which
you will have access. It tracks all open and closed tasks,
outlines the controls needed to address the findings and
prioritizes each finding using these areas:
•

PROBABILITY. What is the •
percentage chance that
this risk will happen?

EFFORT. How much time
will it take to implement
the controls?

•

COST. What is the cost of
the control or tool to
address the finding?

•

IMPACT. What is the
impact of the fix to your
employees and business?

As part of the Secuvant’s co-managed cyberRPM service
consultants meet monthly with your team. They work to
address open items, provide consulting on suggested
controls and work with your teams on open tasks. The
program is all managed in the Secuvant web-based
application.
As the findings, risks and gaps are addressed the Security
Maturity Model score is automatically increased, providing
trending of security improvements for your executives. You
can login and see your current security risk posture and
improvements at any time.
This monthly service bridges the issue that most small
businesses face; that of the inability to address security risks
while balancing the need to keep operations running
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MANAGED SECURITY RISK PROGRAM
Cyber security is not just about the tools, hardware or software, it is about risk management. Knowing that you have
the right controls in place for your business, aligned with budgets and goals is critical. Secuvant aligns business
requirements to needed and existing controls. Secuvant teams work with their clients in a high-touch model to
address all risks including policies, procedures, governance and compliance requirements and even traditional
controls. Consulting hours are included into the contract to ensure all needed questions and issues are addressed.
Secuvant becomes part of your IT team, providing feedback, suggestions and even solutions to address risks and gaps.

cyberRPM WEB APPLICATION INCLUDED
Secuvant has created a web application that allows clients
and consultants to manage risks proactively and real-time.
This centralized repository of findings from the cyberGRA,
and associated maturity and effectiveness scores,
provides a single set of tasks that need to be addressed.
Each task is then prioritized based on business need, cost,
effort, risk and probability.
Addressing cyber security risks is a program, and not just a
project that ends. It needs to be continually managed,
new risks and gaps identified, and existing risks addressed
with controls. Secuvant consultants and the cyberRPM
software provide the tools, process and tracking to ensure
that the risk management program will be successful, and
provide visibility to executive management.
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Secuvant cyberMDR™:
Managed Detection and Response
Building your own Security Operation Center (SOC) can
be a time consuming and costly exercise, but you need
the visibility and incident response capability. Secuvant
provides a complete 24x7x365 SOC with all the People,
Process, Intelligence and Technology for a fraction of the
cost of even hiring one security professional. As an
independent company, Secuvant does not try and sell
you another piece of hardware or software, but provides
the best services using enterprise-grade solutions.

CO-MANAGEMENT OF YOUR OWN SOC
Included in the cyberMDR is a complete compliment to your
own IT team and resources. Since the service is co-managed
you get complete access without all the overhead.
•

People. You get access to your own vCISO for leadership,
Sr. Security Architect, Security Engineers and SOC Security
analysts. Combined with the Secuvant cyberRPM, it is a
complete security solution to compliment your resources.

•

Process. From real-time discovery to incident response
when events and hacks occur Secuvant has the process to
respond to threats. You get complete access to project
management software and ticket systems for tracking.

•

Intelligence. You are now tapped into continuous global
visibility and intelligence. This provides a shared system
that is analyzed across vendors and businesses to better
predict and defend against threats. You simply could not
provide the same service and coverage cost effectively on
your own.

•

Technology. Included in the service is complete SEIM / log
collection and correlation engines and dashboards. Also,
threat analytics with real-time discovery of threats like
ransomware and phishing attacks are managed. Thirdparty feeds, Intrusion Detection System (IDS), IP reputation
feeds are there to discover threats from around the world.
Complete end-to-end visibility. Secuvant works with your
existing tools as well to protect your investments.
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CO-MANAGED SOC
Secuvant teams work directly with
your IT professionals to monitor
and address real-time threats.
All of the tools are provided for
logging, alerting, threat discovery
and reporting. Your team gets
access to all the same tools with
no capital expense up front.

ENTERPRISE-GRADE FOR A FRACTION OF THE COST
Every managed detection and response client gets a full compliment
of tools for visibility, and access to those tools. 24x7x365 monitoring
is included with every cyberMDR program. It is then customized to
add additional features including vulnerability scanning, threat
analytics, Intrusion Detection, IP Reputation. A complete SLA is
given to meet your budget and business requirements.
Secuvant can collect logs from any source including servers,
end-points, switches, firewalls and other security and
network sources. Secuvant has shown that the more
visibility into threats and risks, the lower the costs and
impact will be to your business.
The Secuvant cyberMDR service provides realtime threat analytics and alerting. Also,
incident response recommendations are given
to your IT team when there is a security event
to isolate, control and remediate.

ALL THE RIGHT PEOPLE ON YOUR TEAM
As part of the Secuvant cyberMDR service each clients gets access to a
full security team from leadership and strategy to risk management and
incident response. Contact options include complete access to your
own custom ticketing portal, support email and 855-SECUVANT, all with
a specified SLA for defined response times and service.

Cyber security is a business risk and can be an
opportunity for your business to differentiate in
your market, and enable your clients, vendors,
partners and employees to be more efficient. Using
security and risk management to enable your
business, and not just lock it down, is how Secuvant
can help. Reach out to a Secuvant professional or
partner today to get started with your cyber
programs. Your business will be glad it did!

Secuvant LLC
222 South Main Street #500
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
855-SECUVANT
ContactUs@Secuvant.com
www.Secuvant.com
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